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A corrigendum on
Modulation of Type III Secretion System in Pseudomonas aeruginosa: Involvement of the
PA4857 Gene Product
by Zhu, M., Zhao, J., Kang, H., Kong, W., Zhao, Y., Wu, M., and Liang, H. (2016). Front. Microbiol.
7:7. doi: 10.3389/fmicb.2016.00007
Due to an oversight, in the original article Min Wu and Yuanyu Zhao were not included in the
author list. They have now been added and the correct author list can be found above. We have
also updated the Acknowledgements section to reflect the financial support received by these two
authors.
The correction does not affect the scientific validity of the results.
The original article has been updated.
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